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Jul 5, 2022 2:06:00
AM Alarm Response

Dispatched to  E Porter St for an officer
door alarm. Checked area, building
secured.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Porter ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 2:25:00
AM Fire Related Incident

Responded to  Division Rd as mutual
aid for Sheridan Township for a furnace
fire.  Upon arrival, we were advised that
they had extinguished the fire, assisted in
checking for any other signs of fire.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting DIVISION SHERIDAN

TOWNSHIP Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 4:06:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to this location for an other
person trouble complaint.  
reported that   had
been here earlier intoxicated, and was
asked to leave.  reported that

 left prior to PD arrival, and
no further assistance was required.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

MICHIGAN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 4:45:00
AM

Assist Outside
Agency AOA ACA with entry into room .

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Maple ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 9:44:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Livescan fingerprint request for school
employment.  Service was provided for

 .

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 11:22:00
AM Found Property

  turned over a bicycle that
he stated was left outside of his residence.
Green Mongoose mountain bike.
SN: 

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

MICHIGAN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 12:19:00
PM Investigate Premises Dispatched to the 500 block of Kennedy

Street for a 911 hang-up. UTL
 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Kennedy ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 1:25:00
PM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to a 911 hang-up at  Boyd
Drive Apartment . Upon arrival I made
contact with  , who
stated it was accidental and police were
not needed.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 2:15:00
PM Assault

While on routine patrol I was flagged down
by   
in regards to an assault that had just
occurred at  East Michigan Avenue.
ADPS Report #22-00820

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Michigan Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 3:46:00
PM Suspicious Situation

  reported that she
received a call from someone claiming to
be with I.C.E., and told her that she
warrants for her arrest.   stated that
she disconnected and contacted 911 to
report the incident.   stated that her
roommate received a similar call and that
during the conversation that asked the
roommate to pay money to take care of
the warrant.   was instructed to block
the phone number.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Industrial Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 5, 2022 6:31:00
PM

Animal Bites, Other,
Bat, Cat, etc.

Dispatched to  Primrose Ct for an
animal bite complaint.   , and her
daughter   were bit by their
neighbors (  ) Jack Russell /
No injuries aside from  son 
who fell when running from the dog. He
was not bit.  See report 22-00821 for
further.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Prairie ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 7:30:00
PM Fireworks Complaint

Dispatched to this area for a fireworks
complaint. I checked the area and was
UTL.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

BOOTH ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 7:55:00
PM Larceny

Dispatched to  W BROADWELL St. for
a larceny.   stole a
scooter from  .

 was cited and released.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Broadwell Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 5, 2022 8:46:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

TX request for extra patrol in the area of
 Cooper St. Caller stated loud music

is being played around the time of 2300-
2330 hours.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Cooper ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 3:13:00
AM Investigate Premises

During patrol in the area of Veterans Way,
I found three juveniles in the park after
hours. I informed them the park is closed
and they left.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Haven Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 3:36:00
AM Investigate Premises

During foot patrol of downtown, I observed
that the wooden board to the front
entrance had been removed, possibly
kicked off with a door laying next to it. The
building from prior foot patrols is
abandoned. Checked the premise and did
not observe any additional suspicious
signs or activity. I was unable to secure
the premise.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Superior Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 7:21:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

  requested assistance with
getting into his residence after locking
himself out. Service was provided.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

PERRY ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 11:09:00
AM

Damage to Property
(not malicious)

A Swift semi truck reportedly damaged the
stop sign at W. North St. and N. Eaton St
without stopping to report it. I adjusted the
sign as much as I could and confirmed
Director of Public Services Director, Patrick
Miller, had been notified.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

EATON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 11:11:00
AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Contacted by   who wanted to
talk about his on going PPO violation
issues with  .   stated
that  attorney was provided
with court paperwork during their last
court appearance and he was concerned
that the attorney did not provide the
paperwork to .   was
informed that  should have been
provided with the paperwork and / or the
information provided on it.   did not
report any new violations during our
conversation.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 6, 2022 12:37:00
PM

Harassing
Communication

  reported  
was using social media to indirectly
verbally insult her and requested I make
contact with her to have it stop. Upon
making contact with  she accused

 of doing similar things. Both
subjects appear to still be upset about the
issues they had with each other last year,
but they both agreed to leave each other
alone and to try and put the issues behind
them. No verbal or physical threats were
made to each other.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 3:00:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Made contact with  
regarding her options with handling an
unwanted subject at her apartment.

 stated her daughter, 
, is in a abusive relationship

with   and they reside together
in Marshall.  stated  is
currently staying with her and said 
has come to her residence causing issues.
I advised  to call 911 if  shows
up and ADPS can bar him from the
property.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 6:55:00
PM Peace Officer (Civil)

  wanted to have a
conversation with his tenants, 

, about an exit date; no eviction
notice has been obtained or served. Month
to month lease.  did not provide a
date;  advised to go through courts.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Center Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 7:02:00
PM Other

  rode past the station and
wanted to let us know that the ice
machine in front of 101 E. Michigan St.
was leaking a large amount of water
around 2110 hrs. last night and the store
clerk was rude to her when she informed
him about it.  I advised her to talk to the
store manager in the morning as they
should be able to better take care of this
issue for her.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Michigan Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 8:11:00
PM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

 , vehicle lockout at his
residence after the keys got closed in the
door. White Ford F150 plate: 

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Highland Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 8:42:00
PM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to  S. Superior St. for an
abandoned building with the door
unsecured, 2755 founded last night and
checked the premises with no way to
secure.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Superior Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 9:56:00
PM Investigate Premises Checked  W. Erie St for suspicious

situation, residence cleared.
 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting ERIE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 6, 2022 10:22:00
PM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

Responded to  Cooper St for a vehicle
lockout, I as able to provide service
without incident.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Cooper Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 7, 2022 2:06:00
AM

Traffic Offenses -
Other

Made a traffic stop in a white Jeep,
speeding and no lights to the rear. Made
contact with 2 females, 3 males headng to
lake house for unsupervised time. Advised
we could call parents or they could drop
males back off at home and be on their
way. Group consensus was to return males
and the females go home.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 3:00:00
AM Larceny

  wanted to report that
  had used her bridge card

numbers and had taken $185. off it and
left with only $2.00.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Maple Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 6:05:00
AM PPO Violation

Responded to  Burr Oak St. for a PPO
violation, upon arrival spoke with 

, who wanted to report a violation of
his PPO by  .   stated
that he believes that  put a NO
RESPASSING sign on a post and that would
be a violation.  When asked if he saw him
or exactly when  stated that he didn't
know but he saw it yesterday.  I advised
him to file a motion for a show cause
hearing.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 10:35:00
AM

Warrant
Arrest/Outside
Agency Assist

  arrested on her
warrants. ADPS Report #22-00826

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting ALBION ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 11:20:00
AM Larceny

  reported missing a knife
she left in the stairwell at this location
along with cleaning products from her
apartment.  suspects   is
involved, but only because he's in the area
so much. I made contact with  who
denied the allegations.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 11:49:00
AM

Disturbance (inside
and/or outside)

Responded to Peabody Apartments and
made contact with   who was
upset someone falsely accused 

 of stealing the items I reported
earlier.  said  didn't take
anything and she wanted someone named

 out of her apartment, but 
was gone prior to my arrival.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Erie Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 1:01:00
PM

Disturbance (inside
and/or outside)

.  reported   was
unwanted at this location, but he was
gone on arrival.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 1:09:00
PM

Assist Outside
Agency

Stood by as APS interviewed 
 in regards to a complaint that was

filed with them. No issues.
 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting LYNN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 1:42:00
PM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to the area around  North
Monroe Street as there were wires lying in
the street. Upon arrival the wires were
found to be cable wires, therefore, they
were removed from the street without
issue.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting MONROE ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 7, 2022 2:50:00
PM Assault

  and   were
involved in a fight outside this location in
regards to a alleged broken bicycle
belonging to  child. The initial
investigation indicates  may have
initiated the fight by assaulting  first.

  is working on obtaining the
camera footage for review. Both subjects
were advised to stay away from each
other.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 4:38:00
PM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

.  locked herself out of her
residence. Unable to gain entry at this
time and advised .  to explore
more options. Will follow up with her later.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Washington Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 5:12:00
PM

Property Damage
Accident

  reported a single vehicle
PDA after he lost control on a loose patch
of gravel on Hillside Rd turning onto
Community .  declined medical
services; photographs were taken at the
scene. 22-00829 for UD-10

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 7:12:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

  came to the station as her
neighbor told her that someone in a blue
van had picked up her black lab that had
escaped, and told them that they were
bringing it to the police department.  I
informed her that we had not had anyone
dropping of any dogs, I called Dispatch
and checked to see if they went to MRLEC
and that was negative.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Chauncey ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 7:14:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

I made contact with  
via telephone,  was
concerned because she received a call
from someone stating that they were from
the IRS around 1900 hrs.  
stated that no money was given but she
thought she should call.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Pearl ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 7:23:00
PM Alarm Response

Audible alarm at Homestead Bank located
at  S Superior St. Ground level was
secure, and nothing seen in the building
through windows. No EC to respond.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Superior ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 7, 2022 9:30:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

  was causing issues
around the house because mom, 

 took the TV cord when it was
time for bed.  locked  and
sister,   in the the
bedroom. After a patient, gentle approach
to , I was able to get him to agree to
stay in his room and quietly work on art
until he was ready for bed. Prior to
departure,  tried preventing 
from walking down the hallway and hit her
in the head. No injuries,  went back
to his room.  attempted to call
Mobile Crisis Team- youth for assistance
but no after hour responses are available
at this time. CIT report was completed and
submitted to Summit Pointe. Report 22-
00830 for juvenile/informational purposes

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 7, 2022 10:30:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

Made contact with   and
  on Dalrymple St and

Grandview Ct.   stopped and
demanded to be put into handcuffs,  and
when I asked him why he walked off.
Spoke to , who stated that

 has been acting up lately and he
has a court date coming up.  Both agreed
to home and  stated that she
would contact the court in the morning.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Irwin Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 3:50:00
AM

Investigate
Person(s)

  requested in person contact
after    became belligerent
and yelling because  would not sell

 Swisher cigars without ID.  left
N/B on Eaton in a silver Equinox, partial
reg , after announcing he would be
back at 4:50 to speak with on-coming
management.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 9:45:00
AM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to  Miller Drive for a report
of   burning trash.
Upon arrival there was no active fire just
smoke in the fire pit.  was
cleaning behind his shed and I advised
him what he could and could not burn. No
issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting MILLER ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 10:53:00
AM

Traffic Offenses -
Other

  cited for driving while
license suspended and no insurance. ADPS
Report #22-00832

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting BROADWELL ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 11:23:00
AM Alarm Response

Dispatched to Boost Mobile for an alarm
response. Upon arrival I was notified by
dispatch that it was a false alarm.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Superior Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 2:24:00
PM

Investigate
Vehicle(s)

Dispatched to  East Watson Street as
  had called in stating there

were people in vehicles in the parking lot
who did not live there. I drove through the
lot and did not observe anyone in any of
the vehicles. UTL

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Watson Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 8, 2022 3:08:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Made contact and spoke with 
 in the ADPS lobby regarding

paperwork from a previous incident.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 3:36:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to the area around  Perry
Street for a white female in a red shirt and
jean shorts that was, "tripping." Upon
arrival I located   who stated
she had just gotten off work, which she
stated was helping the older generation
with their mental health issues. 
appeared to be sober and was not causing
any issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Perry Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 3:44:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

Dispatched to  Orchard Drive as
  aka, " " was causing

issues for his mother  . I
talked with  and he stated his nine y/o
brother had hit him and when he hit his
brother back he got in trouble.  was
frustrated that he got in trouble and his
brother did not.  agreed to calm down in
the front yard and then go inside. No
issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting ORCHARD ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 8:34:00
PM Investigate Premises

While on Patrol on W Erie near Finley Dr, I
observed what appeared to be a potential
brush fire coming from B Dr S. I eventually
located the source north of this location,
and it was determined to be controlled.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

B ALBION TOWNSHIP Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 8:48:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to  Boyd Dr. for a welfare
check for  . Mother,

 , stated she
could not find a ride to bring her back to
the caller.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 10:55:00
PM Investigate Premises

During patrol, I observed that the front
exterior entrance to the Water Sewage
Treatment Plant was wide open. During a
foot patrol of the premise, multiple
unlocked doors were located to multiple
buildings, including the building containing
the City Vehicles and tools. Foreman
JORDAN CURRIE responded and advised
me nothing appeared out of place or
stolen. Units cleared the premise without
incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

BROWNSWOOD ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 8, 2022 11:22:00
PM Alarm Response

Dispatched to Dollar General,  S
EATON, for an alarm response. Building
secured.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Eaton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 8:20:00
AM Alarm Response

Dispatched to  South Clark Street for
an alarm response, the school was found
to be secure.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Clark Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 9, 2022 9:26:00
AM Other

  reported that she
has been seeing  .

 stated that  and his
wife  are separated but she is
upset over the matter.   stated
that  drive from her residence in
Jackson to her house on  N. Mingo and
began going through  vehicle.

 stated that both  and
 had left the location.  

stated that  has a PPO on
 but he would not report the

violation due to having a warrant for his
arrest.   was informed that I
would document the statements she
provided but  would need to
report the incident if he wanted to pursue
charges .

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

MINGO ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 9:35:00
AM

Assist Outside
Agency

AOA to CCSD for an alarm at Albion
Memory Gardens.  Building was secure.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

B Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 10:10:00
AM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to  Carson St for a welfare
check on a white female in the roadway.
Upon arrival   was observed
on scene and stated she was waiting for

  to return home. No issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting CARSON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 11:27:00
AM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

Vehicle lockout- 1007 North Albion Street-
successful

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting ALBION ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 11:56:00
AM Juvenile Trouble

Dispatched to  Austin Avenue in
regards to   causing issues
while his mother  

 was getting her hair done. ADPS
Report #22-00834 for informational
purposes.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Austin Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 12:27:00
PM Other

Observed a few individuals attempting to
remove a broke down vehicle from the
area Hartwell and Eaton Street.  Made
contact with   who stated
that the vehicle belonged to her and that
she was attempting to get it repaired by
an individual who resided on Hartwell
Street.  The vehicle ended up starting and
it was driven to the mechanics house.
During the incident  was found to
have two warrants for retail fraud.  I
advised  to get the warrants taken
care of, and reminded her not to operate
the vehicle without a license;  was
appreciative.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

EATON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 1:28:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

Made contact with   and
  in regards to 

 concerns about them fighting
each other. I provided them both with
different ways to express their anger other
than physically fighting each other. No
issues.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Sycamore ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 9, 2022 3:07:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to make contact with 
 in at the ADPS Station in regards to

the repeated sounds he is hearing within
his residence. Options were provided to

 and a CIT Report will be
completed.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 3:30:00
PM Alarm Response

Dispatched to  West Erie Street
Apartment  for an alarm. Upon arrival
it was determined   
grandchildren pulled the alarm on
accident.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting Erie ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 3:33:00
PM Other

  reported that she is
friends with   "baby
mama" who lives in Jackson.  
stated that some form of drama occurred
on Facebook and it was reported that she
had post photos of  mothers
residence online.   stated that
earlier in the day she was behind her
residence playing with her children when

 and his girlfriend (unknown
name) arrived to the area.   stated
that she was confronted by  and
the female and the female made threats
to assault her.   stated that

 made threat that he had
connections insinuating that he would
have someone assault .  
stated that later in the day she reported
the incident to the apartment manager
who told her to report the incident to PD.

 wanted  barred from her
residence but he was not located for
contact.   was instructed to call
back if  or the unknown female
returned to the location causing issues.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Hillside Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 4:03:00
PM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to  Burr Oak Street as the
main power line from the meter to the
residence was sparking and smoking.
Stood by until Consumers arrived, and the
scene was turned over.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 5:40:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to  South Eaton Street for a
barking dog complaint. Caller stated that
the dog at the location barks all day and
night.  Contact was made with 

 after hearing the dog barking
behind her residence.   reported
that she needs to, but cant bring herself to
putting the dog down.   stated
that the dog is elderly, has cancer, and
can no longer hold its bladder.  
was informed that if we were called to the
location again she would be cited for the
barking.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

901 EATON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 5:59:00
PM Investigate Premises Dispatched to the area around  East

Watson Street for a 911 hang-up, UTL.
 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting
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Jul 9, 2022 7:00:00
PM Trespass Warning

Dispatched to this location for a civil
matter involving retrieval of a German
Shepherd named "Lucky." A  
advised that she was there to retrieve her
ex-boyfriend's dog from this location, and
that he was in prison. I made contact with
a  , who advised me she
had permission from the owner, 

 to currently care for the dog. I
made contact with  via phone who
confirmed this information. Per 
request,  was barred from this
location, and parties were advised this is a
civil matter.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

SECOND ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 7:14:00
PM Juvenile Trouble

Dispatched to  W BROADWELL for
juvenile trouble.   stated
there were teenagers in his car smoking.
Nothing was taken from the vehicle.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

W Broadwell Street ALBION Michigan

Jul 9, 2022 9:44:00
PM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

Dispatched to  C DRIVE N regarding
a lockout.   locked his keys in
the U-HAUL truck. Used lockout to gain
access to the vehicle.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

C SHERIDAN
TOWNSHIP Michigan 49224

Jul 9, 2022 10:50:00
PM Fraud

  called in to report
fraud where he was extorted $200.00 via
an iTunes gift card that he sent to a gmail
account from what appears to be a fake
snapchat account after he had sent nude
photographs to the account. 
requested an informational report be
completed for this incident. I discussed
with him blocking this fake account on all
his social media platforms. Report Taken.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

BROADWELL ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 3:45:00
AM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

Dispatched to  Broadwell St. for a
lockout. Caller,   granted
permission to gain access to his
girlfriend's vehicle that was locked with
the keys inside.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Broadwell ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 4:52:00
AM

Investigate
Vehicle(s)

Checked on two occupied vehicles at the
park. I made contact with a  
and her juvenile cousins, and instructed
them to go home for the morning. I also
made contact with a  , 

,  , and 
. All juveniles were advised of the

after hour park ordinances, and left the
park without incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Haven Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 5:24:00
AM Investigate Premises Everything was fine at the 

residence.
PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

MAPLE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 1:38:00
PM PPO Violation

  reported that 
 violated his PPO by looking at

him.  See ADPS Rpt# 22-00836 for further
information.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

BURR OAK ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 10, 2022 2:00:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Assisted CCSD with an investigation after
reports that an alligator was observed on
07/09/2022 near the White House Nature
Center.  Contact was made with Campus
Safety who had closed the area off to the
public.  It was reported that two separate
individuals reported seeing the alligator on
07/09, and it was reported to be
approximately five feet in length.  ADPS
was notified of the incident on 07/09 and
contact was made with a DNR Officer who
stated that the incident was not going to
be investigation at this point.  CCSD
attempted to make contact with the DNR
on today's date but as of the time of this
field contact they were unable to do so. It
was reported that Albion College has
placed traps in the area for the alligator
and that they will be removed in a couple
of days if it is not captured.

Detective William
Lazarus-
2732/Reporting

Porter ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 3:41:00
PM

Harassing
Communication

Dispatched to  North Albion Street to
make contact with   and

   in
regards to  having issues with
classmates.  stated that 

,   and 
 have been creating fake social

media accounts and harassing her
because  had fought one of their
friends and now, they want to fight her. I
provided  and  with PPO
information and stated I would try to make
contact with the other juveniles. I
attempted contact with  at 
South Eaton Street, however, I was
unsuccessful. I could not locate any
information about the other two involved
juveniles.

 Zachary Behnke-
2762/Reporting ALBION ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 6:56:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Caller,  , stated her ex
was tracking her vehicle. 
requested extra patrol at her residence,

 E Cass St.  drives a Black
Cadilac MI Reg: .

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

CASS ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 7:03:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to the Shell Gas Station for
third party information of a body in the
dumpster. I checked the dumpster, and
did not observe anybody. I did locate

  and   in
the empty dumpster enclosure behind the
Shell Gas Station, and they were advised
to move along without incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

Michigan Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 10, 2022 8:45:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to  Clinton St. regarding an
other person trouble.  
stated   was not leaving
her residence when she requested. 
requested we have a stern conversation
with him and did not wish to bar  at
this time.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

CLINTON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 9:09:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to this location for an unknown
male crashing his pedal bicycle. Upon
arrival, it was confirmed there was no
vehicular accident. The unknown black
male involved declined medical treatment,
and did not wish any police assistance nor
to identify himself. Units cleared without
incident.

PSO Jan Taube-
Quispe-
2755/Reporting

ERIE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022 9:50:00
PM Family Trouble

Dispatched to  Irwin Ave. regarding a
family trouble. Caller,  ,
stated   and his uncle
engaged in a verbal argument. There were
no indications of physcial violence.

 requested ADPS units to
speak with .

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Irwin Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022
10:46:00 PM

Traffic Offenses -
Other

I initiated a traffic stop on  
for a defective passenger side headlight.

 vehicle came back to a
fraudulent registration. The pate was
confiscated, and  was cited.

EATON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 10, 2022
11:56:00 PM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to the area of E Michigan/N
Monroe St. regarding a sexual harassment
complaint.   stated he
and   were advising a
female on which alcoholic beverage she
should buy in the store when she told him
to leave him alone in which he stated he
did. Sgt. Phipps contacted the caller, 

, who stated the alleged sexual
assault was  offering to give
her a hug.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Michigan ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 1:30:00
AM Investigate Premises

Dispatched to  S DALRYMPLE for a
noise complaint. Contacted 

 who had his music turned up in
his vehicle.  turned the music
down upon request.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

DALRYMPLE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 5:05:00
AM

Traffic Offenses -
Other

Initiated a traffic stop on a vehicle
traveling down Eaton/Austin for a
defective headlight. Driver, 

, was operating a vehicle with an
invalid license. See report 22-00839 for
further details.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting

EATON ST & W
AUSTIN ALBION Michigan

Jul 11, 2022 5:51:00
AM

Traffic Offenses -
Other

Initiated a traffic stop on a vehicle in the
area of Bemer/Eaton for expired
registration. Vehicles plate came back as
fraudulent. I confiscated the plate for
destruction. See report 22-00840 for
further details.

PSO Chandler
Barney-
2756/Reporting

Eaton Albion Michigan 49224
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Jul 11, 2022 7:51:00
AM

Investigate
Person(s)

Dispatched to a welfare check outside 
N. Berrien St. The caller reported an
unsupervised 2 year old child was riding a
bicycle in the front of the residence. I
checked the area and was unable to locate
anyone.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

BERRIEN ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022
10:44:00 AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a citizen assist to make TX
contact about questions regarding
transferring ownership of a firearm. I made
contact with the caller who advised she
already spoke with someone and received
the answer she needed.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

MAPLE ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022
11:30:00 AM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to an unwanted person. Prior
to my arrival dispatch advised the caller,

  requested to have
  barred from her

property as he just left southbound on
Clinton St. I located  and advised
him he is barred from  property.

 was added to the barred subject
list through dispatch.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

CLINTON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 2:10:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

  called from the First United
Methodist Church advising 

 was located inside the church
holding several personal items, which she
left inside the building.  has had
previous contact with  in the
past at this location and described her
behavior as odd at times, but doesn't want
the church to not be a resource for her.

 asked that  be notified
to make contact with the church personnel
first before utilizing any resource within
the building.

PSO Morgan made contact with 
and transported her home. I made contact
with her at her residence and relayed

 message, which she understood.
 has a history of mental illness,

but after speaking with her I observed no
risk and she was able to articulate why
she was in and around the church.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Michigan ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 2:49:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to a loud music complaint for a
white Range Rover. I checked the area but
was unable to locate any music or the
vehicle described. I attempted to call the
complainant as they requested contact
however a male subject answered and
advised I had the wrong number.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

CHESTNUT ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 11, 2022 3:24:00
PM

Disturbance (inside
and/or outside)

Dispatched to Boyd Drive regarding
a unwanted person complaint.  
reported several subjects outside his
apartment made indirect verbal
statements they were going to jump his
girlfriend,  , once she came
home from work. It should be noted 

 and   were involved
in a physical fight at this location a few
days prior.

I made contact with  outside 
Boyd Drive, which is a relatives apartment
to  and she denied the allegation and
stated she's moved on from the incident.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 3:50:00
PM

Investigate
Person(s)

I conducted a investigative traffic stop
after I observed a black colored Dodge
Dakota driving slowly alongside a female
pedestrian who wasn't acknowledging the
vehicle driving directly next to her for
several blocks. I made contact with 

 who admitted he was following
his wife after she refused a ride home
because she was upset he was late to pick
her up from work at Knauf Insulation.

 and his wife reside on Hartwell
St. and he acknowledged his actions
appeared suspicious. Both subjects went
home without incident.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

EATON ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 3:53:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Dispatched to an other person trouble
complaint. Made contact with  
who advised his wife,  
walked inside and a large group began
yelling and making threats at .
Both subjects were advised of options. It
should be noted this is on-going from an
assault complaint which occurred on July
7th.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Boyd Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 4:18:00
PM

Lockout of
Vehicle/Building

  requested a lockout into
her vehicle. Service provided.

Sergeant Aaron
Phipps-
2716/Reporting

Broadwell Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 4:49:00
PM Larceny

Dispatched to a larceny. Made contact
with the caller,   in the
Albion DPS lobby.  advised she
believes a friend of hers transferred
money from her online account into
someone's bank account.  said she is
unsure how it occurred. # for fraud.

Officer Collin
Morgan-
2752/Reporting

Porter Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 7:26:00
PM

Animal Complaints
(general, Live Trap)

Dispatched to lose dogs in the area of 
block of N. Ionia St. Upon arrival, dogs
were gone.  Spoke to the dog owner 

, who advised that they got out
of the fence, and they are having it
worked on tomorrow.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting IONIA ALBION Michigan 49224
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Jul 11, 2022 7:30:00
PM Peace Officer (Civil)

Landlord,  , had concerns of
  having delusions of

people watching him with cameras
through the walls.  reportedly told

 there were people in the attic and
wanted to check the attic out. Maintenace,

 , assisted  with
looking in the attic earlier on this date.
Made contact with  who denied
having any issues or mental health
problems but stated looking in th attic was
different then climbing up and looking in
attic. Advised  to contact probate
court or complete a petition to follow
through with metal health care. 
also stated, per ,  made
statements earlier that he did not want to
hurt anyone but would if he had to.

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Cass ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 8:45:00
PM

Citizen Request for
Assistance

Responded to  N. Clinton St for a
citizen assist, I stood by while 

 handed  
a notice to quit.  I advised  to
contact an attorney for his legal options
and advised  to go through
the actual eviction process with 10th
District Court.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Clinton Albion Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022 9:15:00
PM Family Trouble

  called 911 and hung up,
stating he needed the police to respond.
Upon arrival, I noticed  
walking away from the residence,
northbound on Pearl Street. I asked

 what was going on and she said
she did not know. I asked her to come
back and she kept walking away. I made
contact with  who said he and

 were arguing and he called the
police so  would leave. No
assault was reported by , but he
wanted  to leave before it
escalated to physical. Report for family
trouble. 22-00842

 Jessica Tirrell-
2753/Reporting Pearl ALBION Michigan 49224

Jul 11, 2022
11:14:00 PM

Assist Outside
Agency

Responded to  Hartwell for a check
welfare that turned into an assist outside
as   had a warrant out of
MSP Coldwater and MSP arrived to affect
the arrest.

 Scott Austad-
2750/Reporting Hartwell Albion Michigan 49224


